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Abstract: In this research, aluminizing behavior of ultra fine-grained nickel was investigated. For this purpose,
nanocrystalline nickel samples with the grain size of ~25 nm were prepared via direct current electrodeposition and
aluminized for different durations by pack cementation method at 500 oC. The aluminide layers were examined by
means of SEM, EDS and XRD techniques. According to results, short time aluminizing resulted in the formation of a
single aluminide layer whereas at long duration two distinct aluminide layers were formed. The growth kinetics of the
coating was non-parabolic at short times while it obeyed the parabolic law at long duration. The parabolic growth
rate constant of single phase coating formed on electrodeposited samples was about 30 ìm / h1/2 approximately 3 times
greater than the data reported for coarse grained nickel (8.4 ìm / h1/2). Meanwhile, the overall growth rate constant
was decreased to 11.7 ìm / h1/2, when double aluminide layers formed on nanocrystalline nickel.
Keywords: Aluminide; Coatings; Kinetics; Nanocrystalline; Nickel.

1. INTRODUCTION
The formation of diffusion coatings of nickel
aluminides is of great interest in numerous
technical applications ranging from metallization
layers in microelectronics [1] to heat and
corrosion resistant coatings applied on nickelbased superalloys [2,3]. There are diverse
methods to apply aluminide coatings on
superalloys [4-6], among them the so-called pack
cementation is frequently used in practice [6,7].
This method was invented about 97 years ago by
Van Aller [8] and several studies have been
conducted dealing with its kinetics and
mechanisms [9-16].
In pack cementation technique, the articles to be
coated are embedded in a mixture of Al, an activator
such as NH4Cl, with or without Al2O3 powders,
followed by heating at temperatures above 700 oC
[16]. During heating process, the coating is formed
via reduction reactions of metal halide vapors at the
substrate surface and subsequent solid state diffusion
of Al, and/or substrate species. When the supply of
Al from the gaseous phase is freely available, the
growth of the coating is controlled by solid-state
diffusion and therefore the growth kinetics of
formation of coating follows the ‘parabolic growth
kinetics’ [13]:
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y = k (t – to)1/2

(1)

in which y is the thickness of the formed layer,
k is the parabolic growth rate constant, t and to are
the aluminizing and delay times, respectively.
On the other hand, nowadays, the grain
refinement of crystalline materials to nanometric
size (less than 100 nm) is well known as the most
beneficial way of improving their properties [1720]. One of the important consequences of
nanocrystallization of materials is extremely
enhancement of reactive interfaces such as grain
boundaries and triple junctions [18-20] and so,
the diffusivity of elements in solids [21-23]. For
example, the grain boundary self diffusivity of
nanocrystalline nickel at the temperature range of
293- 423 K, is 21-34 orders of magnitude higher
than the lattice self diffusivity in coarse grained
nickel [24].
Based on the superior diffusivity of
nanocrystalline materials, it seems that the
refinement of grains to nanoscale size can be a
helpful approach to improve diffusion-based
processes such as gas nitriding and aluminizing.
For example, the data reported [25] for gas
nitriding of steel indicated that the thickness of
nitride layer formed on nanocrystalline steel was
approximately two times greater than coarse
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grained samples. It was also demonstrated [2628] that the heating time and temperature for
formation of aluminide layers on steel
considerably reduced using pack cementation
assisted by ball-milling which was related to
grain refinement down to nanoscale size. The aim
of the present work is to examine the possibility
of similar effect for unalloyed nickel. For this
propose the formation and the growth kinetics of
aluminide
coating
on
electrodeposited
nanocrystalline nickel has been investigated and
compared to the results reported for aluminide
coatings on coarse grained nickel.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Nanocrystalline nickel samples were prepared
by direct current electroplating from the Watts
type bath at the current density of 100 mA/cm2.
The details of the electrolyte composition as well
as other deposition parameters have been
described elsewhere [29]. After plating, the
copper substrate was stripped away from the
nickel layer by immersion of deposited samples
in an aqueous chromic acid solution containing
250 g/l CrO3 and 15 ml/l H2SO4 [30] at room
temperature. The average grain size of
electrodeposits was determined from X-ray
diffraction peak broadening using modified
Williamson–Hall equation [31-32]. An annealed
nickel sample was used as the reference sample
for correction of instrumental peak broadening
Prior to aluminizing treatment, the pack

cement consisted of 98 wt.% of Al powder as
aluminum source and 2 wt.% of NH4Cl as the
activator was mechanically blended to obtain a
homogenous mixture. It has been demonstrated
[15] that the use of this mixture may lower the
temperature of aluminizing of nickel and nickel
alloys down to 500 oC. The samples were encased
in the pack mixture placed in prealuminized
cylindrical stainless steel retorts. The retorts were
then sealed and subsequently heated in a
resistance furnace to 500 oC for various durations
in an argon atmosphere. After aluminizing, the
cross section of coated specimens was studied by
means of optical microscope and scanning
electron microscope (SEM)2 equipped with
energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS).
The aluminide phases formed on the surface of
the samples were identified by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) using a Philips X’Pert-Pro instrument
operated at 40 kV and 30 mA with CoK
radiation ( =1.789Ao) at a scan rate of 0.05 os-1
in the range of 40–130o and 0.02o step size.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Morphology

The SEM micrographs of surface morphology
of annealed and electrodeposited samples were
presented in Fig.1a and Fig.1b, respectively.
Large grains with the size in the micrometer
range are observed in Fig.1a. As seen in Fig.1b,
the electrodeposited nickel shows a colony-like

Fig. 1. SEM surface micrographs of a) annealed sample, and b) electrodeposited sample.
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Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of the cross section of the samples aluminized for a) 1 h, b) 2 h, c) 4 h, and d) 8 h.

morphology consistent with the work of ElSherik et al. [33] and Panek et al. [34]. Each
colony is composed of several hundreds nanosized grains, as shown by El-Sherik and Erb
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
[33].
The SEM micrographs of the cross section of
nanocrystalline specimens aluminized for various
durations were shown in Fig. 2. The coating
formed on the samples aluminized for 1 h. and 2
h. is single layer as seen in Figs. 2a and 2b. In
contrast, Figs. 3c and 3d indicates that the coating
formed on samples aluminized for 4 h. and/or
more, is composed of two layers.
3.2. Phase Analysis

The XRD patterns of annealed and
electrodeposited samples were presented in Fig.
3. It can be observed that the crystal structure of
the coatings is pure fcc nickel. The peak
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broadening of electrodeposited coatings with
respect to reference (annealed) sample is evident
in this figure. According to line-broadening
theory, the peak width difference between the
reference sample and investigated specimens
becomes readily observable when the grain sizes
are in the nanometer ranges especially less than
50 nm [35]. The average grain size of
electrodeposited sample calculated from XRD
peak
broadening
using
modified
Williamson–Hall equation [30,31] was ~25 nm.
According to XRD patterns (Fig. 4a), the
single layer coating is composed of Al3Ni2 phase.
This finding is consistent with the work of
Tamarin [15], who produced aluminide coating
on coarse grained nickel at temperatures below
640 oC, using pack cementation and observed
that the aluminide coating produced on pure
nickel was single layer of A13Ni2 phase. In
contrast, XRD patterns of double layer coating
(Fig.4b) indicates that the coating formed on the
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Fig. 3. XRD patterns of annealed (reference) sample and electrodeposited nickel.

sample aluminized for 4 h and more consists of
both Al3Ni and Al3Ni2 phases. The composition
of the outer and inner layers was also determined
by EDS microanalysis. The aluminum content in
outer layer was 58.7 wt.% near the composition
of Al3Ni phase. A concentration gradient was
distinguished across the inner layer so that the
concentration of Al at the adjacency of outer
layer was 45.9 wt.% while it was 40.7 wt.% near
the substrate. Considering the error of EDS
technique, the measured values were consistent
with the composition range of Al3Ni2 phase
according to Al-Ni phase diagram. Therefore,
according to EDS analysis and XRD patterns, the
outer and inner aluminide layers formed on the
specimens aluminized for 4 h. and/or more are
Al3Ni and Al3Ni2 phases, respectively.
In contrast to the absence of Al3Ni phase on the
surface of aluminized coarse grained nickel, its
formation on nanocrystalline samples can be
related to a barrier of phase formation. Whenever
a new phase attempts to form, the energy required

to create a new interface will serve as a formation
barrier [36]. The presence of high energy
interfaces such as grain boundaries and triple
junctions [18-20] and also grain-boundary
dislocations [37] in nanocrystalline specimens
provide the energy required overcoming the
kinetic barriers and therefore, the formation of
Al3Ni phase on nanocrystalline nickel can occur.
3.3. Growth Kinetics

In general, the growth characteristics for a
given layer are determined by plotting the
thickness of the layer versus the square root of
treating time (t1/2). Hence, the thickness of
aluminide coating as a function of the square root
of aluminizing time was shown in Fig. 5. For
comparison, the data reported by Tamarin [15]
for coarse grained nickel was also presented.
Normally, a linear plot is expected for such
variation because during aluminizing treatment at
low temperatures, the aluminide phase forms by
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Fig. 4. XRD patterns of the samples aluminized for a) 2 h, and b) 4 h.

diffusion of aluminum into the substrate and/or
intermetallic layers [15] and the kinetics of this
process is expected to follow the parabolic
growth law [13]. But in contrast to the data
reported by Tamarin[15], three explicit regions
can be distinguished in Fig. 5. Although in both
regions II and III, the variation of the thickness of
aluminide layer versus the square root of time is
linear (with different slopes), in region I (early
stages of aluminizing), there is a deviation from
the parabolic growth law. A possible explanation
for this deviation can be derived from the process
controlled growth. In general, the growth kinetics
of a single compound layer is determined by
combination of two processes, namely (i)
diffusion of the matter across the compound layer
and (ii) rearrangement of the atoms at the
interfaces required for the growth of the
compound layer [38]. If the diffusion process is
rate limiting, the layer thickness increases
proportional to the square root of time, whereas if
the interfacial reaction barriers control the
kinetics, the increase in layer thickness with time
is not parabolic. As described by Gosele and Tu
[38], the growth kinetics is interface-controlled,
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when the thickness of the layer is less than a
changeover thickness, x*, defined by:
x* = D / keff

(2)

where D is interdiffusion coefficient and keff is
effective interfacial reaction barrier.
As mentioned in the previous section, the grain
refinement into nanometric size drastically
increases the fraction of reactive and high energy
interfaces which act as preferential sites for
nucleation and, compared to coarse grained
samples, open the additional reaction paths for
fast nucleation of new phase at early reaction
stages. Therefore, not only the formation of the
first layer on nanocrystalline samples at early
reaction stages can be faster, but also the formed
phase would have a fine microstructure with
relatively high density of active sites.
Subsequently, the diffusivity of first layer formed
on
nanocrystalline
specimens
can
be
considerably higher than the diffusivity of the
phases formed on coarse grained samples. This
leads, according to equation 2, to a sufficiently
large changeover thickness which implies a
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Fig. 5. The growth kinetics of aluminide coating formed on nanocrystalline nickel and coarse grained nickel [15].

relatively long duration of growth with interfacecontrolled kinetics. Consequently, at early stages
of aluminizing of nanocrystalline nickel, the nonparabolic growth kinetics can be observed, as
seen in region I in Fig. 5.
As the time proceeds and the coating grows to
a thickness sufficiently larger than x*, the
interface-controlled growth kinetics will be
substituted by diffusion-controlled growth
kinetics. Therefore, after the initial transition
period, it can be expected that the growth of
aluminide coating on nanocrystalline nickel
obeys the parabolic law. However, it can be
observed in Fig. 5 that the growth rate constant of
aluminide layers on nanocrystalline nickel is
different from coarse grained one. In region II,
the growth rate constant of nanocrystalline
sample (~30
/ h1/2) is approximately 3 times
greater than coarse grained specimen (8.4
/
h1/2). Meanwhile, for aluminizing times higher
than 4 h, the overall growth rate constant of the
coating on nanocrystalline nickel decreases to
11.7
/ h1/2 near to coarse grained nickel.
Regarding to Fig. 2c, this reduction in growth
rate constant after 4 h. of aluminizing could be
attributed to the formation of a continuous Al3Ni

layer. Based on the extrapolation of the data
presented by Garcia et al. [39], the diffusion
coefficient of Al in Al3Ni and Al3Ni2 phases at
500 oC is cm2/s and cm2/s, respectively. These
values indicate that the growth of Al3Ni layer is
very slower than Al3Ni2 layer, as shown
experimentally by Jung et al. [40]. Therefore, the
growth of overall aluminide layers is controlled
by the growth of Al3Ni layer. Consequently, the
overall growth rate constant decreases after the
formation of Al3Ni layer, as seen in Fig. 5.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be made from
the obtained results:
1.
Aluminizing of nanocrystalline nickel led
to formation of double Al3Ni and Al3Ni2
layers beyond 4 h. of aluminizing time.
2.
The growth kinetics of aluminide coating
on nanocrystalline nickel did not obey the
parabolic law at initial times of
aluminizing.
3.
Nanocrystallization of nickel accelerated
the formation of aluminide coating in short
aluminizing times with respect to coarse
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grained nickel which was not the case at
long times after the formation of Al3Ni
layer.
13.
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